
Instructions for restringing pleated fabric day/night shades (1/2/12) 

By Dean Moxness 

A good source of cord is from DirtyBlindMan.com; his cord is less stretchy and a bit thicker (about 1.4 or 
1.6 mm) than the OEM cord that came in from the factory (about 1.2 mm).  DBM cord is used singly in 
two-hole shades, not doubled like from the factory. 

Remove the pleated shade from the window by removing the screws which run through the blind’s top 
rail up into the valance, then release the plastic clip(s), which may be at the center or well off-center in 
some cases.  Once the blind is removed, cut the strings from both hold-down spools and then cut and 
remove all the string from the pleated shade sections and the middle and bottom rails.  Remove the 
plastic end caps from the bottom, center and top rails; be gentle on the plastic parts.  Remove the bottom 
and top rails from the blind by sliding them off; mark each with “L,” “R,” “Top,” and rail position.  Deburr 
holes in aluminum top rail.  Remove the rest of the strings and spring(s) from the PVC channel from the 
top rail; mark the channel piece (L, R, Top) and mark the center point for spring location.  Then slide the 
bottom section (the day section) of the pleated shade from the bottom of the center rail, marking it as 
usual.  Deburr holes in the aluminum center rail (a sharp wood chisel will get most of it).  Check all plastic 
grommet inserts for placement and condition; with a sharp knife and a nail file, trim and smooth any 
plastic or material burrs around grommets. 

Cut and attach new strings to the spring(s).  For four-cord shades, each cut cord will be folded in half 
(doubled), forming a loop at the end you will attach to two spring ends.  On a two-cord shade, you will 
just form a loop at one end by doubling over about 2” of cord.  In either case, tie an overhand knot about 
½” from the loop end of the cord and feed the free end(s) through the spring end(s), so the knot will not 
pull through the spring end(s).  On a one-cord shade, trim the short end the knot Feed the working end of 
the string(s) through the loop to help keep the loop in the channel when taping spring(s) in place.  There 
will be no tension on the loop—the tension is all taken by the knot.  Center the spring(s) with the cords 
attached in the center of the top PVC channel, using masking tape to keep it (them) in place.  Keep all 
the cords inside the center PVC channel.  Feed the working ends down through the pleated upper shade 
and center rail.  Slide the top rail onto the PVC channel and install the plastic end caps. 

After the top blind has been assembled, cross the cords inside the center rail and install the bottom 
pleated fabric by sliding it half way in.  Thread the crossed cords through the holes on one side on the 
still-protruding side; if a four-cord shade, the short cord goes nearest the center of the shade.  Then slide 
the fabric over and out the other side to similarly thread the hole(s) on the other side. Keep gentle 
tension on all the cords as you slide the bottom pleated section each way.  Install the center rail end 
caps. 

Now cross the cords again and keep them inside the bottom PVC channel as you slide on the bottom rail.  
Thread the cords through the bottom end caps and tap the caps into place.  Thread the cord(s) at each 
side through one hole in the tension spool flange from inside to outside; use the hole nearest the top of the 
shade (the other hole will not be used), depending on which way the spool will wind to tighten the tension.  
Then thread the cord(s) through a small button and tie a loose temporary overhand knot at the end to make 
sure you can’t lose any cords into the shade.  To preposition the tension spools, pull the end cord(s) tight 
(pleats all tightly folded as if shade is up) and mark it (them) 2” past the vertical cord measurement shown 
in shade drawing; slide the spool tight to the shade, tie an overhand (or figure 8 if you need a larger knot 
against the spool flange) knot at the mark on the cord, and you will be ready for installation. 

Hang the shade by pushing the top rail up into its clip(s) and reinstalling the two vertical screws that hold 
it up to the valance box.  Attach and adjust tension spools so that they have several turns of cord on 
them to distribute the pull and not put it all on the hole in the flange.  When you have the tension set, 
move the safety button about three or so inches from the spool and tie an overhand (or figure 8) knot 
beyond it.  This button will prevent losing a cord inside the shade if a spool breaks (typically at the flange 
hole).  Trim the cord(s) close to the knot and apply heat to prevent fraying.  Voila!  
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Each of the four strings is 154.5” long, so you need to cut two 
pieces that are 309” long and fold each in half to connect the 
midpoint to either end of the double springs, a total of 618” of cord.  
Put the folded end through the spring ends; tie an overhand knot ½” 
from the doubled end making a ½” loop, and turn the loop back with 
the free ends fed through it; this helps keep the loop in the channel, 
but the knot still takes the cord tension on the spring. 
  

Green  String (typ.) 

Top 25.5 

Middle 35.5 

Bottom 40.5 

Vertical 41.0 

Extra 12.0 

 154.5 

20” 

61” 

15.5” 5” 

51” 

Dining Table Day/Night Shade 

Two Springs 

41” 
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Each of the four strings is 133.5” long, so you need to cut two 

pieces that are 267” long and fold each in half to connect the 

midpoint to either end of the double springs, a total of 534” of cord.  

Put the folded end through the spring ends; tie an overhand knot ½” 

from the doubled end making a ½” loop, and turn the loop back with 

the free ends fed through it; this helps keep the loop in the channel, 

but the knot still takes the cord tension on the spring. 

  

Green  String (typ.) 

Top 24.5 

Middle 33.5 

Bottom 38.5 

Vertical 25.0 

Extra 12.0 

 133.5 

17.75” 

59” 

15.63” 5” 

49” 

Sofa Day/Night Shade 

Two Springs 

25” 
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This stringing presumes using DBM cord and only one string down 
each vertical set of holes.  Each of the two strings is cut to 108” 
long.  Double over about 2” at one end and tie an overhand knot in 
the doubled cord to form a ½” loop.  Trim the short end near the 
knot and apply heat to prevent fraying.  Thread the long end 
through the spring end and then through the loop; cord tension will 
be carried by the knot, but the loop will be loosely held in the 
channel when you tape the spring in place. 
  

Green  String (typ.) 

Top 11.0 

Middle 22.0 

Bottom 27.0 

Vertical 36.0 

Extra 12.0 

 108.0 

One Spring 

22” 

32” 

36” 

Bedroom Dresser Day/Night Shade 

5” 
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This stringing presumes using DBM cord and only one string down 
each vertical set of holes.  Each of the two strings is cut to 71” long.  
Double over about 2” at one end and tie an overhand knot in the 
doubled cord to form a ½” loop.  Trim the short end near the knot 
and apply heat to prevent fraying.  Thread the long end through the 
spring end and then through the loop; cord tension will be carried by 
the knot, but the loop will be loosely held in the channel when you 
tape the spring in place. 
  

Green  String (typ.) 

Top 6.25 

Middle 12.50 

Bottom 17.50 

Vertical 22.00 

Extra 12.00 

 70.25 

One Spring 

12.5” 

22.5” 

22” 

Recliner Day/Night Shade 

5” 
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This stringing presumes using DBM cord and only one string down 
each vertical set of holes.  Each of the two strings is cut to 62” long.  
Double over about 2” at one end and tie an overhand knot in the 
doubled cord to form a ½” loop.  Trim the short end near the knot 
and apply heat to prevent fraying.  Thread the long end through the 
spring end and then through the loop; cord tension will be carried by 
the knot, but the loop will be loosely held in the channel when you 
tape the spring in place. 
 

Green  String (typ.) 

Top 3.25 

Middle 6.50 

Bottom 10.00 

Vertical 30.00 

Extra 12.00 

 61.75 

One Spring 

6.5” 

13.5” 

30” 

Bed Day/Night Shade 

3.5” 


